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COVE ~ OUTWARD NINE
Z1 Winding Creek—Par 5
A good starting hole par 5. Tee shot should be to the right of center in
the fairway. The road crosses between the tee shot and 2nd landing area;
it should not be in play for most players. The 2nd shot needs to avoid the
creek on right side of the fairway.
Z2

Up to Par—Par 3
Shortest par 3 on the course provides for slightly uphill tee shot. The
green complex allows for interesting chip shots and putts. Left of this
green or in left bunker can be difficult. Should reward a good tee shot.

Z3

Roadside Hole—Par 4
Downhill tee shot should be directed at the striped 150 yard marker
located in the center of the fairway to provide a good look at the uphill
2nd shot. Open green that will require adjustment for the uphill shot.

Z4

The Rock—Par 4
Medium length par 4 with an uphill tee shot placed right of the large
rock. Hopefully—tee shot will reach the plateau and provide a good
view of the green. This is a very sloping and severe green (left to right).

Z5

Maple Tree--Par 3
A medium length par 3 with an attractive green setting. Right side of the
green is the best target for the tee shot. Avoid the left side with bunkers
and trees. Mountain views to the left.

Z6 Tight Left—Par 4
Medium short downhill par 4 dogleg left. A good-looking tee shot that
should be directed to the right half of the fairway leaving 100-130 yards
into tight green complex. Avoid temptation to try and cut the dogleg; it
is dangerous—small green will be difficult to hit.
Z7 Waterfall—Par 4
Shortest par 4 on the golf course, but one of the prettiest with a waterfall
directly behind the green. Tee shot should not be longer than 200 yards
or pond on left front of the green comes into play. The green will
receive a good shot and provide a birdie opportunity.

Z8 Falling Water—Par 3
Possibly the prettiest hole at Cummings Cove. Uphill tee shot demands
precision. Can’t be short, left or right. Creek on left is an eye-catcher.
Difficult 2 level green with limited depth. Very pretty, but a tough hole!
Z9 Longest Yards—Par 5
The longest hole on the course demands 3 well-struck shots to reach the
green. Downhill tee shot with great view. Avoid the left side on this
hole all the way. The left-to-right green complex provides a risk-reward
shot into it. Water comes in play over the right edge of the green.
MOUNTAIN ~ INWARD NINE
Z10

Damn Boulders—Par 3
Beautiful, but treacherous hole with multiple tee locations that change
its character when looking across the lake setting from the clubhouse.
The left-to-right green will require the proper club selection. Some
bailout left of the green. Enjoy the view—be careful.

Z11 Humpback—Par 4
Longest and most difficult par 4 which is why it is the #1 handicap hole.
Wide landing area will receive strong left-to-right tee shot. 2nd shot has
a good look at green, but necessitates a quality shot to the large green.

Z12 Tight Right—Par 4
Dogleg right medium length par 4. The tee shot should be kept to the
left half of the fairway and certainly avoid the drop off on the right side.
The 2nd shot is uphill to a two level green which has severe breaks.
Great Mountain views from the green—take a look!

Z13 Long Mean—Par 3
Longest par 3 on the course demands a strong tee shot to an uphill
green. Plenty of area short of the green, but makes a par difficult. Use
more club than expected to reach the plateau green.

Z14 Big Ol’ Bend-Par 5
First par 5 on mountain nine is gorgeous. While tee shot looks difficult,
there is large landing area. After finding landing area, 2nd shot is uphill
to wide landing area which gives a good look at large multilevel green.
The 45 yard deep green requires different clubs depending on pin
position. Collection areas on both left and right side of the green.

Z15

The Ravine—Par 4
One of the most beautiful holes and one of the most treacherous, the tee
shot must be carefully played with the ideal length and line being near
the 150 yard marker as seen from the tee box but no more than 200
yards to avoid the fairway bunker. This is a very wide landing area, but
slopes toward the right side; those who get greedy and try to cut the
corner may be in trouble. The green is uphill and will require a wellstruck 2nd shot. Distance and elevation must figure into club selection as
short shots will collect back down the fairway providing for a difficult
chip shot. Watch the Big Rock on the left side of the green!

Z16 The Cliff—Par 3
Perhaps the most spectacular view-and-hole combination in the mountains! Look at the 180° views with glorious long range mountain views
everywhere. Club selection and shape of shot are equally important. A
possible birdie or—alternatively—a dreaded other!
Z17

Mountain Views—Par 5
This should be a fun hole sandwiched between demanding finishing
holes. Dogleg right potentially reachable par 5, but don’t try to cut the
corner or you may pay a heavy price. Once reaching the landing area,
approximately 200 yards remain to the green. “Go for it” or lay up! The
green is left to right and multi-level so be careful with approach. An
eagle sighting is possible.

Z18 Forever Mountains-Par 5
Spectacular 40-50 mile views of multiple mountain ranges from the
tees! Downhill tee shot to a receptive landing area and then an open 2nd
shot to the preferable right side of the fairway allow for a beautiful
approach shot to the green virtually surrounded by rock walls. Beware
of the creek in front of the green (protected by large bunker on the left)
and 3 bunkers on the right. Can possibly be reached in two—with significant risk-reward. Clubhouse on the hillside over the lake provides
dramatic setting for this outstanding finishing hole!

